Hello, I’m … from...

Session 1 - Content

- A poster
- 4 table tents (one per inspiring book)
- 4 ID cards (one for each book)
- Story map (Blank and complete)
- New characters for inspiration
You are working for ABC Melody, a famous children’s books editor. They are looking for new books for their series: Hello, kids. Study their existing books to get inspiration.
Hello, I’m Charlie from London.

Read the book and fill in the ID card.
Hello, I’m Fiona from Scotland.
Hello, I'm Max from Sydney.

Read the book and fill in the ID card.
Hello, I'm Lily from New York.

Read the book and fill in the ID card.

hello, I'm Lily from New York.
Hello, I'm Charlie from London.

Country: and city

Information about school:

People mentioned:

Celebration and food mentioned:

Hobbies mentioned:

Interesting? Yes No
Hello, I’m Lily from New York City.

Country and city:

Information about school:

People mentioned:

Celebration and food mentioned:

Hobbies mentioned:

Interesting? Yes No
Hello, I'm Fiona from Scotland.

Country and city:

Information about school:

People mentioned:

Celebration and food mentioned:

Hobbies mentioned:

Interesting? Yes No
Hello, I'm Max from Sydney.

Country and city:

Information about school:

People mentioned:

Celebration and food mentioned:

Hobbies mentioned:

Interesting? Yes No
Hello, I’m __________ from __________.
Hello, I'm [name] from [city].

Cover with title, character and city

The city

A monument

Politics

House

Hobbies 1

Lesson

School & friends

Pets

Parents

Hobbies 2

Meal

Holidays

Celebration

The end

Original idea by L. Rouillé / Piece of Cake 2017
Hello, I'm ___ from _____.

Jamala
Nigeria

Mark
Australia

Ayanda
South Africa

Elijah
United States

Talya
India

Amir
Bangladesh

Eileen
Ireland

Josh
New Zealand

Jenny
England

Lawrence
Jamaica